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PCKNOEL9
Pack of Christmas Shotgun

spring STF12 Compact 11" +
BBs + target 0.7J 

Vente libre 30  0.7  96  1950  Black  Spring  
119.99 € incl.

tax
89.99 € incl. tax

Complete pack including a FABARM STF12 shotgun replica with a ball bag and a BO Manufacture
net target
The Christmas Pack includes:

An STF12 Compact 11" replica under official FABARM 3-shot license
A bag of 3500 balls 0.20g BO Manufacture
A BO Manufacture net target

While stocks last.

 

Non-contractual photo, the photo shows an STF12 with 18" barrel but the pack is delivered with an STF12
11" barrel

 

3-bbs shotgun under official FABARM license.

The STF/12 is considered the best shotgun on the market, due to its build quality, performance and look. Its
Airsoft replica follows the same principles to quickly establish itself as the new benchmark for spring 3
shots!

Simultaneous firing of 3 balls each time the trigger is pressed.
Reset by very realistic pump mechanism.
Picatinny rail with sights and tactical flash hider.

Designed and developed from A to Z by the BO Manufacture teams and the manufacturing plant, this replica
is more faithful than ever!

Its design in high density ABS, its proven internals, its anodized treated metal barrel, gives it an incredibly
faithful finish.

The STF12-18 version comes in an 11'' long barrel with a fixed stock. LPA type sights (fiber optics),
Picatinny mounting rails, 30-ball magazine that ensures 10 shots (3 balls per shot).

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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